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Abstract: We study upper and lower bounds on the expectile risk measure of risky portfolios when the joint distribution of the risky components is not fully specified. First, we summarize methods for obtaining bounds when only the marginal distributions of the components are known, but not their interdependence (unconstrained bounds). In particular, we provide the best-possible upper bound and the best-possible lower bound (under some conditions), as well as numerical procedures to compute them. We also derive simple analytic bounds that appear adequate in various situations of interest. Second, we study bounds when some information on interdependence is available (constrained bounds). When the variance of the portfolio is known, a simple-to-compute upper bound is provided, and we illustrate that it may significantly improve the unconstrained upper bound. We also show that the unconstrained lower bound cannot be readily improved using variance information. Next, we derive improved bounds when the bivariate distributions of each of the risky components and a risk factor are known. When the factor induces a positive dependence among the components, it is typically possible to improve the unconstrained lower bound. Finally, the unconstrained dependence uncertainty spreads of expected shortfall, value-at-risk and the expectile are compared.
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1. Introduction and Preliminaries

This paper aims to contribute to the broader academic discussion on the properties of risk measures relevant to risk management and regulation in the banking and insurance industry; see [1] and [2] for an overview. The two most well-known risk measures are the value-at-risk (VaR) and expected shortfall (ES),

\[
\text{VaR}_\alpha(X) = \inf \{ x \in \mathbb{R} : P(X \leq x) \geq \alpha \}, \quad \text{ES}_\beta(X) = \frac{1}{1 - \beta} \int_{\beta}^{1} \text{VaR}_q(X) \, dq
\]

where the latter is only defined for random variables (rvs) \( X \) with a finite expectation. While VaR is dominantly used in industry, it lacks the property of subadditivity and is thus not coherent in the sense of [3]. By contrast, ES, which is merely the average of all upper VaRs, is coherent. In fact, it is the smallest coherent risk measure that is more conservative than VaR (see [3]). Recently, [4] brought the issue of elicitation to the foreground. A risk measure is said to be elicitable if it is a minimizer of the expectation of some scoring function, which depends on the point forecast and the true observed loss. The work in [4] showed that VaR is elicitable (if the corresponding quantile is unique), but ES is not. While some authors interpret this to mean that ES cannot be back-tested (e.g., [5,6]), [7] argue that elicitation is relevant for relative comparisons between estimators, but not for absolute significance testing. Moreover, [8] show that the pair (VaR, ES) is jointly elicitable. Nevertheless, the question arises whether there are non-trivial coherent risk measures that are elicitable. In [9–11], it is shown that the only risk measure that is both elicitable and coherent is the expectile. The expectile is introduced in [12] as the minimizer of the expectation of an asymmetric quadratic scoring function,

\[
e_{\tau}(X) = \arg\min_{e \in \mathbb{R}} \mathbb{E}[(\tau 1_{\{X > e\}} + (1 - \tau) 1_{\{X < e\}})(X - e)^2]
\]

It follows that \( e_{\tau}(X) \) is the unique solution of the equation implied by the first order conditions (however, [13] points out that no differentiability or continuity of the distribution function is required):

\[
(1 - \tau) \mathbb{E}[(e_{\tau} - X) 1_{\{X < e_{\tau}\}}] = \tau \mathbb{E}[(X - e_{\tau}) 1_{\{X > e_{\tau}\}}]
\]

(1)

Expectiles are well known in regression analysis [14–16]; they are used for forecasting financial time series [17] and estimating VaR and ES [18]. A penalized least squares approach in portfolio optimization was suggested by [19]; the expectile is a special case when a quadratic downside penalty is used. The expectile is also closely related to the Omega performance measure [20]; see [21], p. 128. The expectile was first explicitly considered as a risk measure in [22], and the authors coined the acronym EVaR. This name was later adopted in other articles ([23,24]). However, even the original authors admit that this acronym was already used for economic-VaR [25] and recently also for entropic-VaR [26]. To avoid confusion, we shall use the notation \( e_{\tau} \), as in [2,27] and [28], p. 290.

Throughout, we assume that the random variables represent losses. The expectile-based risk measure \( e_{\tau}(X) \) is subadditive and thus coherent for \( \tau \in [1/2, 1) \); for this property, as well as other features and representations, see [13,27]. A discussion on risk management with expectiles can be found in [24]. In the present paper, we further contribute to this discussion by examining their properties when aggregating risks.
Note that by rearranging Equation (1),

\[ e_\tau = E[X] + \theta E[(X - e_\tau)1_{\{X > e_\tau\}}], \quad \text{where} \quad \theta := \frac{2\tau - 1}{1 - \tau} \geq 0 \quad \text{for} \quad \tau \in [1/2, 1) \tag{2} \]

Thus, the expectile can also be interpreted as the insurance premium using the Dutch premium principle (see [29]), where the insurer buys an excess-of-loss reinsurance contract for any claim above the premium \( e \), with loading factor \( \theta \) (and applies zero loading for the retained part). From Equation (2), we observe that expectiles are only implicitly defined, and their computation appears cumbersome. However, if the loss distribution \( X \sim F \) is known, the following approach can be used to compute the corresponding expectile. First, define the tail integral, a function which will be useful for shorter notation,

\[ TI_X(x) := \int_x^\infty u \, dF(u) = E[X1_{\{X > x\}}] \]

Analytic expressions for \( TI_X \) are available for many commonly-used distributions, such as Pareto, log-normal, normal, Student \( t \), exponential, gamma, and other. Next, applying Newton’s method to Equation (1) yields a practical iterative procedure for computing \( e_\tau(X) = \lim_{k \to \infty} x_k \), given by:

\[ x_{k+1} = \frac{(1 - \tau) E[X] + (2\tau - 1) TI_X(x_k)}{(1 - \tau)p_k + \tau(1 - p_k)} \tag{3} \]

where \( p_k = F(x_k) \). An analogue for an empirical distribution using iterative reweighting is mentioned in [12] and stated explicitly in [14]. The convergence of this procedure is very fast. It is shown in [24] that for most common distributions, the expectiles are smaller than quantiles at level \( \tau \) (for \( \tau \) high enough), while for heavy-tailed (infinite variance) distributions, the opposite holds true. They coincide exactly (for all \( \tau \)) for a Student \( t \) distribution with \( \nu = 2 \) and asymptotically (as \( \tau \to 1 \)) for the Pareto(2) distribution. Therefore, initializing the procedure at \( x_0 = \text{VaR}_\tau(X) \) appears reasonable.

While the expectile is a familiar object in regression analysis, its properties relevant to risk management are less studied. The focus of this paper is on risk aggregation and measurement under model uncertainty. Often the total (aggregate) loss that a company faces can be expressed as a sum \( S = X_1 + \ldots + X_d \), where the \( X_i \) represent, e.g., the losses of different business lines or risk types. The risks \( X_i \) are typically modeled separately, and little might be known about their interdependence. We will be interested in finding the range of values a risk measure \( \rho(S) \) can take for different aggregate losses \( S \in \mathcal{S} \), where \( \mathcal{S} \) is the so-called admissible class containing all of the aggregate loss distributions that are consistent with the available marginal and dependence information. In particular, define the best-possible upper bound and the best-possible lower bound as:

\[ \underline{\rho} = \inf\{\rho(S) : S \in \mathcal{S}\} \quad \text{and} \quad \overline{\rho} = \sup\{\rho(S) : S \in \mathcal{S}\} \]

where the risk measure \( \rho \) will be either VaR, ES or the expectile. The idea to assess the impact of (partial) dependence information on risk bounds has been explored in a series of recent papers; see [30–36]. In these papers, the risk measure used was the VaR. In this paper, we will mainly focus on the expectile as a challenger for VaR.

---

1 Note that for a continuous rv \( X \), \( ES_\beta(X) = \frac{1}{1 - \beta} \, TI_X(\text{VaR}_\beta(X)) \).
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 considers the case when only marginal distributions are known. We provide the best-possible upper bound, as well as the best-possible lower bound (under some conditions) and provide numerical procedures to practically compute these bounds. We also provide weaker bounds and show they are close to the best-possible ones in various situations of interest. We study the location-scale family and provide analytical expressions for the best possible bounds in this context. Section 3 gives bounds when the mean and variance of the aggregate loss are known. In Section 4, we consider the availability of dependence information through factor models. We provide various bounds in this context, and the results of this and previous sections are applied in an example using the skew-$t$ distribution. In Section 5, the width of the dependence uncertainty interval for the expectile is compared to that of VaR and ES. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the observations.

2. Bounds when Only the Marginal Distributions Are Known

Due to the curse of dimensionality, it is typically easier to statistically fit a one-dimensional distribution function (df) to each $X_i$ than to fit a multivariate distribution to $X = (X_1, \ldots, X_d)$. Under an idealized version of dependence uncertainty (DU), only the marginal distributions $X_i \sim F_i$, $i = 1, \ldots, d$ are known, while the dependence structure (copula) is completely unknown. Hence, the aggregate loss $S$ can be any of the elements in the (Fréchet) admissible class $\mathcal{S}$,

$$\mathcal{S}(F_1, \ldots, F_d) = \{X_1 + \ldots + X_d : X_i \sim F_i, i = 1, \ldots, d\}$$

The (best-possible) bounds on the expectile are denoted by $e_\tau$ and $e_\tau$. To determine the bounds, it turns out to be sufficient to find elements in $\mathcal{S}(F_1, \ldots, F_d)$ that are maximal, respectively, minimal in the sense of convex order. We first recall the definition of this ordering concept and then connect it with $e_\tau$ and $e_\tau$.

Definition 1 (Convex order). Let $X$ and $Y$ be random variables, such that:

$$E[\phi(X)] \leq E[\phi(Y)] \quad \text{for all convex functions } \phi : \mathbb{R} \to \mathbb{R}$$

provided the expectations exist. Then, $X$ is said to be smaller than $Y$ in the convex order ($X \leq_{\text{cx}} Y$).

Consider the convex functions $\phi_e(x) = (x - e)1_{\{x\geq e\}}$ indexed by $e \in \mathbb{R}$. We find that:

$$\forall e \in \mathbb{R} \Rightarrow e_\tau(X) \leq e_\tau(Y) \quad (4)$$

Likewise, the study of VaR bounds is connected to identifying (in an appropriate admissible class) the elements that are minimum in the sense of convex order, a feature that points to a similarity between the study of bounds on the expectile and the study of bounds on VaR; see Section 2.3 in [30] for these results.

Note that Equation (4) also follows from the more general results in [37,38]. Indeed, [37] has shown that any convex risk measure $\rho$ with the Fatou property is consistent with the convex order, meaning that $X \leq_{\text{cx}} Y$ implies $\rho(X) \leq \rho(Y)$. Furthermore, [38] shows that law-invariant risk measures have the Fatou property. Since the expectile is convex and law invariant, it is consistent with the convex order. See [39] for further results on the properties of the expectile and other generalized quantiles with respect to various stochastic orders.
In particular, this shows that upper bound $\tau$, resp., lower bound $\underline{\tau}$, is obtained if one can find the maximum, resp., minimum element, in the convex order sense in the admissible class $\mathcal{S}$. The last implication in Equation (4) comes from the following lemma by taking $G(e) = E[(Y - e)\mathbf{1}_{Y > e}]$ and noting that $E[X] = E[Y]$. Specifically, the following lemma connects bounds on the stop-loss premium $E[S - e]\mathbf{1}_{S > e}$ with bounds on $e_\tau(S)$.

**Lemma 2.** Suppose $G : \mathbb{R} \to \mathbb{R}$ is a non-increasing function, such that:

$$E[(S - e)\mathbf{1}_{S > e}] \leq G(e) \quad \forall e \in \mathbb{R} \tag{5}$$

Then, $e_\tau(S) \leq e^*$, where:

$$e^* = \inf \left\{ e \in \mathbb{R} : e \geq E[S] + \frac{2\tau - 1}{1 - \tau} G(e) \right\}$$

Analogously, a lower bound on the stop-loss premium yields a lower bound on $e_\tau(S)$.

**Proof.** From Equation (5), it immediately follows that:

$$e \geq E[S] + \frac{2\tau - 1}{1 - \tau} G(e) \quad \Rightarrow \quad e \geq E[S] + \frac{2\tau - 1}{1 - \tau} E[(S - e)\mathbf{1}_{S > e}] \tag{6}$$

Since for both inequalities, the right-hand side is non-increasing in $e$, the solution of Equation (2) (i.e., $e_\tau(S)$) must be less than or equal to $e^*$.  

**2.1. Upper Bound with Marginal Information**

It is shown in [40] that the comonotonic dependence structure leads to the maximal element (denoted $S^c$) with respect to the convex order in the admissible class $\mathcal{S}$.

$$\forall S \in \mathcal{S} : \quad S \leq_{\text{ex}} S^c := \sum_{i=1}^{d} F_i^{-1}(U), \quad \text{where} \quad U \sim U(0, 1) \tag{7}$$

Hence, we find that $\tau = e_\tau(S^c)$. In the case of identical margins $F_i = F_1$, $i = 2, \ldots, d$, using positive homogeneity, this simplifies to:

$$\tau = e_\tau(dX_1) = de_\tau(X_1) = \sum_{i=1}^{d} e_\tau(X_i)$$

In general, however, the expectile is not comonotone additive, and hence, the upper bound $\tau$ often needs to be computed numerically. Unfortunately, the df of $S^c$ is typically not available in an analytical form, so the iterative procedure Equation (3) is more difficult to apply, since it would involve a nested root search. In particular, to compute $\text{TI}_{S^c}(x_k)$ at each step, one would first need to find a $p_k$, such that $F_i^{-1}(p_k) = x_k$, and then sum up the tail integrals $\text{TI}_i(F_i^{-1}(p_k))$ for the margins.

Since $S^c$ is defined in Equation (7) in terms of its quantile function $F_i^{-1}$, it is easier to work in terms of the probability level $p$ corresponding to the expectile. For continuous marginal distributions with densities $f_i$, we can again apply Newton’s method by differentiating Equation (1) with respect to
2.2. Lower Bound with Marginal Information

They are very close in all cases. As well as the best-possible upper bound in an example with skew-
p is known only for \( d \).

Precisely, a distribution \( p \) is called \( d \)-completely mixable if there exist rvs \( X_1, \ldots, X_d \) such that \( \sum_{i=1}^d X_i = dc \) a.s., \( c \in \mathbb{R} \). Analogously, a \( d \)-tuple of dfs \( (F_1, \ldots, F_d) \) is called jointly mixable if there exist rvs \( X_i \sim F_i \), such that \( \sum_{i=1}^d X_i = k \) a.s., \( k \in \mathbb{R} \). Another concept that leads to an explicit smallest element in the Fréchet admissible class is that of mutual exclusivity, which requires that the margins have a large probability mass at an endpoint of the support; see [44].

In general, however, the dependence structure that leads to the smallest element in the convex order is known only for \( d = 2 \) (countermonotonicity). If \( d > 2 \), for distributions that are bounded below
(and satisfy some further conditions), in the case of identical margins, one can use the method from [45] (involves solving an integral equation), or for different margins, the method from [46] (requires solving a functional equation). A general, but approximate method is the rearrangement algorithm (RA) (see [47–49]), which is based on a discretization of the margins. In the following, we describe a simple, yet necessary modification of the RA that provides improved approximations for the best-possible lower bounds in the case of expectation-based risk measures, such as ES and the expectile.

2.2.1. Rearrangement Algorithm

The most general method currently available for computing lower bounds for the common risk measures is the RA; see [47–49]. While the quantile-based RA performs well when computing bounds on the (quantile-based) VaR, [50] indicates that for heavy-tailed margins, the RA lower bound for ES ([48]) is not sharp, because the tail expectation is underestimated due to discretization. Since also expectiles are defined in terms of the tail expectation (see Equation (2)), it is important to address this issue of the RA. In the following, we first recall the standard discretization of the RA for each margin \( i = 1, \ldots, d \) and next provide two modifications that we further investigate.

**Standard RA:**
\[
x_{k,i} = F_i^{-1} \left( \frac{k - 1}{N} \right), \quad k = 1, \ldots, N.
\]

**Midpoint RA:**
\[
x_{k,i} = F_i^{-1} \left( \frac{k - 1/2}{N} \right), \quad k = 1, \ldots, N.
\]

**Expectation RA:**
\[
x_{k,i} = F_i^{-1} \left( \frac{k - 1/2}{N} \right), \quad k = 2, \ldots, N - 1,
\]
\[
x_{N,i} = \text{ES}_{1-1/N}(X_i), \quad x_{1,i} = \text{LES}_{1/\sqrt{N}}(X_i) := N \int_0^{1/N} F_i^{-1}(q) \, dq
\]

While the standard discretization may seem conservative, it is nonetheless an approximate lower bound, since the RA may stop at a suboptimal rearrangement (see [48]). Moreover, if the distribution is unbounded below, then \( F_i^{-1}(0) = -\infty \). For high \( N \) (such that \( pN > d \)), this would still give a finite lower bound for ES; however, it would be undefined for the expectile, since it depends on both the upper and the lower tail of the aggregate distribution. The midpoint RA avoids this problem, but still underestimates tail expectations; the expectation RA should solve both issues. To evaluate and compare the sharpness of the bounds obtained using the different discretizations, we consider the homogeneous case with Pareto marginals. In this case, the exact lower bound on ES can be obtained using the method in [45]. In Table 1, the resulting underestimation errors are listed. Observe that the midpoint RA improves the results considerably, but the errors are still noticeable. The expectation RA, however, gives results that are within 0.1% of the true lower bound. In light of this, we will use the “expectation” version of RA for computing the unconstrained lower bounds on the expectile (i.e., \( \mathcal{E}_\tau \)) in Section 4.3, since it provides more accurate estimates of the tail expectations. One final adjustment concerns the stopping condition for RA. In [48], the RA stops when an iteration reduces the ES by less than a pre-defined \( \varepsilon \). To match the stopping condition with the objective, we stop the RA when the reduction in \( \mathcal{E}_\tau \) becomes smaller than \( \varepsilon \). This means that the expectile of the current rearrangement needs to be computed at each iteration. However, the Equation expectile of the previous iteration of the RA makes a very good initial guess for Equation (3), so this is not time-consuming. To summarize, the expectation RA only changes the way the
margins are discretized and the stopping condition; the rest of the RA remains as in [48]. For other recent
developments on the RA, we refer to https://sites.google.com/site/RearrangementAlgorithm/ and [51].

**Table 1.** Relative underestimation as a percent of the exact $ES_p$ for $d$ Pareto($\theta$) distributions,
using the rearrangement algorithm (RA) with different discretizations of size $N = 10^5$ and
stopping condition $\varepsilon = 10^{-4}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard RA</th>
<th>$p = 0.95$</th>
<th>$p = 0.99$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\theta = 5$</td>
<td>0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4</td>
<td>0.3 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta = 3$</td>
<td>0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 1.0</td>
<td>0.7 1.1 1.4 1.7 1.9 2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta = 2.5$</td>
<td>0.5 0.7 0.9 1.0 1.2 1.5</td>
<td>1.2 1.7 2.2 2.6 2.9 3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta = 2$</td>
<td>1.2 1.6 1.9 2.2 2.5 3.1</td>
<td>2.5 3.4 4.2 4.9 5.4 6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta = 1.5$</td>
<td>5.3 6.6 7.6 8.3 9.0 10.6</td>
<td>9.0 11.5 13.4 14.9 16.2 19.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Midpoint RA</th>
<th>$p = 0.95$</th>
<th>$p = 0.99$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\theta = 5$</td>
<td>0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1</td>
<td>0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta = 3$</td>
<td>0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3</td>
<td>0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta = 2.5$</td>
<td>0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.5</td>
<td>0.4 0.6 0.7 0.8 1.0 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta = 2$</td>
<td>0.5 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.3</td>
<td>1.0 1.4 1.7 2.0 2.2 2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta = 1.5$</td>
<td>3.0 3.8 4.3 4.7 5.1 6.0</td>
<td>5.1 6.5 7.5 8.3 9.0 10.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expectation RA</th>
<th>$p = 0.95$</th>
<th>$p = 0.99$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\theta = 5$</td>
<td>0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0</td>
<td>0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta = 3$</td>
<td>0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0</td>
<td>0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta = 2.5$</td>
<td>0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0</td>
<td>0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta = 2$</td>
<td>0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0</td>
<td>0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta = 1.5$</td>
<td>0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1</td>
<td>0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. Example: Location-Scale Family

We assume that the $X_i$ belong to the same location-scale family of dfs, i.e., $F_i(\cdot) = F(\cdot - \mu_i)/\sigma_i)$,
$i = 1, \ldots, d$ for some df $F$. Denote also $\mu = \sum_{i=1}^d \mu_i$ and $\sigma = \sum_{i=1}^d \sigma_i$.

2.3.1. Upper Bound

By Equation (7), the convex order-maximal element in $\mathbb{S}(F_1, \ldots, F_d)$ is given by:

$$S^c = \sum_{i=1}^d F_i^{-1}(U) = \mu + \sigma F^{-1}(U), \text{ where } U \sim U(0, 1)$$

Hence,

$$\tau = \mu + \sigma e_+(F^{-1}(U)) = e^+_\tau$$
which can be computed using the procedure described in Equation (3). This also means that when the margins have the same shape, the bound based on subadditivity Equation (9) is the best possible.

2.3.2. Lower Bound

As mentioned before, obtaining an element in the admissible class that is minimum in the sense of convex order is often difficult or not even possible to achieve. However, in case the marginal dfs are from the same location-scale family that is symmetric, we can express the minimal element in the admissible class explicitly and, thus, also obtain the best-possible lower bound on the expectile.

**Theorem 3.** Let \( X_i \sim F_i(\cdot) = F((\cdot - \mu_i)/\sigma_i), \ i = 1, \ldots, d \) belong to the location-scale family of a symmetric df \( F \). Suppose without loss of generality that \( \sigma_1 \geq \sigma_i, \ i = 2, \ldots, d \).

(i) If \( \sigma_1 \geq \sum_{i=2}^d \sigma_i \), then a minimal element in \( \mathcal{G}(F_1, \ldots, F_d) \) in convex order is:

\[
S^\ell = F_1^{-1}(U) + \sum_{i=2}^d F_i^{-1}(1-U) = \sum_{i=1}^d \mu_i + \left( \sigma_1 - \sum_{i=2}^d \sigma_i \right) F^{-1}(U), \ \text{where} \ U \sim U(0,1)
\]

Correspondingly,

\[
\xi_r = \sum_{i=1}^d \mu_i + \left( \sigma_1 - \sum_{i=2}^d \sigma_i \right) \epsilon_r(F^{-1}(U))
\]

(ii) Otherwise, if \( F \) furthermore admits a unimodal density, then the minimal element in the admissible class is the constant \( \mu = \sum_{i=1}^d \mu_i \), and thus, \( \xi_r = \mu \).

**Proof.** (i) Case \( \sigma_1 = \sum_{i=2}^d \sigma_i \) is trivial. If \( \sigma_1 > \sum_{i=2}^d \sigma_i \), we use the well-known fact that the convex order is consistent with the ordering of expected shortfall (note that \( \text{VaR}_u(X) = F_X^{-1}(u) \)). In particular, Theorem 3.A.5 in [52] states that:

\[
X \preceq_{\text{cx}} Y \iff \int_p^1 F_{X}^{-1}(u) \, du \leq \int_p^1 F_{Y}^{-1}(u) \, du \quad \forall p \in (0,1) \quad \text{and} \ E[X] = E[Y]
\]

Clearly, \( X_i^\ell = F_1^{-1}(U) \) and \( X_i^\ell = F_i^{-1}(1-U), \ i = 2, \ldots, d \) have the required dfs, so \( S^\ell = \sum_{i=1}^d X_i^\ell \in \mathcal{G} \). If \( F \) is continuous, then for any \( S = \sum_{i=1}^d X_i \in \mathcal{G} \) and any \( p \in (0,1) \), we have that:

\[
\int_p^1 F_S^{-1}(u) \, du = E[S^\ell \mathbf{1}_{(X_i^\ell > F_1^{-1}(p))}] \leq E[S^\ell \mathbf{1}_{(X_i > F_1^{-1}(p))}] \leq \int_p^1 F_S^{-1}(u) \, du \quad (11)
\]

The first inequality follows from the fact that \( \{X_i^\ell > F_1^{-1}(p)\} = \{X_i^\ell < F_i^{-1}(1-p)\}, \ i = 2, \ldots, d \) and \( A = \{X_i < F_i^{-1}(1-p)\} \) minimizes \( E[X_i \mathbf{1}_A] \) over events \( A \) of probability \( 1-p \). Similarly, the second inequality follows because \( E[S \mathbf{1}_A] \) is maximal when \( A = \{S > F_S^{-1}(p)\} \).

If \( F \) is not continuous, then the indicators in Equation (11) need to be augmented by adding sets, such as:

\[
\{X_i^\ell = F_1^{-1}(p), V \leq (P(X_i^\ell \leq F_1^{-1}(p)) - p)/P(X_i^\ell = F_1^{-1}(p))\}, \ \text{where} \ V \sim U(0,1) \quad (\text{independent})
\]

to the first one (and similarly for the others). Since the dfs are symmetric and belong to a location-scale family, the atoms at \( F_1^{-1}(p), F_i^{-1}(p) \) and \( F_i^{-1}(1-p), \ i = 2, \ldots, d \) are of the same size.

In Case (ii), the rvs are jointly mixable by Corollary 3.6 in [41], and hence, the result follows. \( \Box \)
Note that Theorem 3 is of interest beyond the context of expectiles, as the convex order least element also yields lower bounds on, e.g., variance and ES in this admissible class. An early result in this direction was [53], where identical symmetric unimodal distributions with a differentiable density are considered. It is shown that for such a df $F$, there exist $X_i \sim F$, $i = 1, \ldots, d$, in the form $X_i = RU_i$, where $U_i \sim U(-1,1)$ and $R$ is a continuous rv. Then, using that the uniform distribution is completely mixable (an explicit construction is given), it follows that also $F$ is completely mixable. This model can be considered as a scale mixture of uniform distributions, where $R$ is the scale factor, common to all margins. In Section 4, more general factor models are considered, and Theorem 3 is applied to find the minimal element in the convex order and to compute exact lower bounds in an example.

3. Bounds when the Mean and Variance of the Sum Are Known

We consider the case in which additional to the marginal information, also the variance of $S$ is known, i.e., we consider the admissible class $\mathcal{G}(F_1, \ldots, F_d, s^2)$,

$$\mathcal{G}(F_1, \ldots, F_d, s^2) = \{X_1 + \ldots + X_d : X_i \sim F_i, i = 1, \ldots, d \text{ and } \text{Var}(X_1 + \ldots + X_d) = s^2\}$$

where $s^2 > 0$ is a compatible variance constraint. In this setting, the bounds on $e_\tau$ will be denoted $e^{s^2}_\tau$ and $e^s_\tau$. It is not so clear how to determine these best-possible bounds. Instead, we proceed by considering a larger admissible class that is easier to deal with, but gives weaker bounds. Note that in the case of VaR, in [30], it is shown that the weaker bounds are typically close to the best-possible ones. In the following sections, let $m = \sum_i E[X_i]$, and denote:

$$\mathcal{M}_2(m, s^2) := \{S \in L^2 : E[S] = m, \text{Var}(S) = s^2\}$$

3.1. Upper Bound with Variance Constraint

Since $\mathcal{G}(F_1, \ldots, F_d, s^2)$ is a subset of $\mathcal{M}_2(m, s^2)$, we find that $e^{s^2}_\tau \leq B$, where:

$$B := \sup \{e_\tau(S) : S \in \mathcal{M}_2(m, s^2)\}$$

It will become apparent that variables supported on two points play an important role in the class $\mathcal{M}_2$.

**Definition 4.** A random variable is $X$ called diatomic if $P(X = a) = p$ and $P(X = b) = 1 - p$ for some $a < b$ and $p \in (0,1)$.

The expectile of such a diatomic random variable has a simple expression,

$$e_\tau(X) = \frac{(1 - \tau)pa + \tau(1 - p)b}{(1 - \tau)p + \tau(1 - p)}$$

---

Note indeed that the admissible class $\mathcal{G}(F_1, \ldots, F_d, s^2)$ reflects $d + 1$ constraints rendering optimization difficult. By relaxing the $d$ (infinite dimensional) constraints on the marginal distributions and substituting them by the portfolio mean constraint, we enlarge the class (as there are many marginal distributions that yield the same portfolio mean) and effectively obtain two constraints only, which greatly facilitates the optimization.
Theorem 5. The maximum expectile $B$ defined in Equation (13) is given by:

$$B = m + s\sqrt{\frac{q}{1-q}}$$

where $q = (2\tau - 1)^2$. It is attained by a diatomic rv with support \{a, b\} and mass $\tau$ at $a$, where:

$$a = m - s\sqrt{\frac{1-\tau}{\tau}},$$

$$b = m + s\sqrt{\frac{1-\tau}{\tau}}$$

Proof. Denote by $A \subset M_2(m, s^2)$ the subset of diatomic variables. The proof further consists of two steps. First, we construct a variable $X_{\tau} \in A$ that maximizes $e_{\tau}$ on $A$. Next, we show that $X_{\tau}$ also provides the solution to Equation (13). Any $X_p \in A$ has two support points $a_p, b_p$ with mass $p$ at $a_p$,

$$a_p = m - s\sqrt{\frac{1-p}{p}},$$

$$b_p = m + s\sqrt{\frac{1-p}{p}}$$

where $0 < p < 1$. Substituting $a_p$ and $b_p$ into Equation (14) yields:

$$e_{\tau}(X_p) = m + s \frac{(2\tau - 1)\sqrt{(1-p)p}}{(1-p)\tau + (1-\tau)p}$$

Figure 1. Expectile $e_{\tau}(X_p)$ for a diatomic rv $X_p$ (standardized to $m = 0, s = 1$), as a function of $p \in (0, 1)$. The maximum is attained at $p = \tau$; the minimum is approached as $p \to 0$ or $p \to 1$.

Using differentiation with respect to $p$, we find that $e_{\tau}(X_p)$ attains its maximum on $(0, 1)$ when $p = \tau$ (see also Figure 1). Hence, the variable that maximizes $e_{\tau}$ on $A$ is given by:

$$X_{\tau} = \begin{cases} 
    m - s\sqrt{\frac{1-\tau}{\tau}} & \text{with probability } \tau, \\
    m + s\sqrt{\frac{1-\tau}{\tau}} & \text{with probability } 1 - \tau
\end{cases}$$

For this rv, defining $q = (2\tau - 1)^2$, Equation (15) simplifies to:

$$e_{\tau}(X_{\tau}) = m + s \frac{(\tau - 1/2)}{\sqrt{(1-\tau)\tau}} = m + s \sqrt{\frac{q}{1-q}}$$
Now, consider any $S \in \mathcal{M}_2(m, s^2)$. Without loss of generality, we can express $S = F_S^{-1}(U)$ for some standard uniformly distributed rv $U$. Letting $p = F_S(e_\tau(S))$, the variable $S$ can also be written as:

$$S = F_S^{-1}(U)\mathbf{1}_{\{U \leq p\}} + F_S^{-1}(U)\mathbf{1}_{\{U > p\}}$$

Define a diatomic variable $Y$ such that $E[Y] = m$ and $e_\tau(Y) = e_\tau(S)$ by

$$Y = ((m - (1 - p)ES_p(S))/p)\mathbf{1}_{\{U \leq p\}} + ES_p(S)\mathbf{1}_{\{U > p\}}$$

From Jensen’s inequality, it follows that $\text{Var}(Y) \leq \text{Var}(S) = s^2$. Since $Y$ is diatomic and the right-hand side of Equation (15) is increasing in $s$ (recall that $\tau \in [1/2, 1]$),

$$e_\tau(S) = e_\tau(Y) \leq e_\tau(X_p) \leq e_\tau(X_\tau)$$

which completes the proof. \(\Box\)

The bound $B$ does not make use of the specific information on the marginal distributions. When the variance is “too high”, the unconstrained bound $\overline{\tau}$ will be stronger. In the opposite case, $B$ will dominate $\overline{\tau}$. We formulate the following corollary.

**Corollary 6.**

$$\overline{\tau}^2 \leq \min\{B, \overline{\tau}\}$$

Remarks.

(i) A procedure called the extended rearrangement algorithm (ERA) was introduced in [30] and makes it possible to compute an approximation of $\overline{\tau}^2$ from below, using both the marginal, as well as the variance information. This algorithm will be applied in an example in Section 4.3.

(ii) Denote by $C = \sup \left\{ \text{VaR}_\tau(S) : S \in \mathcal{M}_2(m, s^2) \right\}$ and by $D = \sup \left\{ \text{ES}_\tau(S) : S \in \mathcal{M}_2(m, s^2) \right\}$. A similar proof as in Theorem 5 shows that $C$ and $D$ are attained by the same diatomic variable $X_\tau$ that attains the bound $B$; see also [30]. We find that:

$$C = D = m + s\sqrt{\frac{\tau}{1 - \tau}}$$

and, thus, that $B < C = D$. On the other hand, the numerical value of these upper bounds would coincide for $e_\tau$, $\text{VaR}_\alpha$ and $\text{ES}_\beta$, if we set $\alpha = \beta = (2\tau - 1)^2$.

3.2. Lower Bound with Variance Constraint

From the proof of Theorem 5, it follows that:

$$A := \inf \left\{ e_\tau(S) : S \in \mathcal{M}_2(m, s^2) \right\}$$

is given by $A = m$ (= $E[S]$). Indeed, $e_\tau(X_p) \rightarrow m$ as $p \rightarrow 0$, respectively $p \rightarrow 1$; see also Figure 1. Moreover, this bound cannot be improved by assuming either an upper bounded support or a lower
bounded support.\footnote{Assuming a compact support would improve the lower bound, but we do not elaborate on this case here and refer to [54].} Hence, we conclude that working in the moment space $\mathcal{M}_2$ does not make it readily possible to improve on $\varepsilon_r$.

4. Bounds for Factor Models

A factor model is introduced in [32] as a way to include additional information on the dependence structure and, hence, reduce the DU. This model considers rvs $X_i$ and a factor $W$ for which the bivariate distributions $H_i$ of $(X_i, W)$ are known. The aggregate risk $S = X_1 + \ldots + X_d$ then belongs to the factor-constrained admissible class:

$$\mathcal{S}(H_1, \ldots, H_d) = \{X_1 + \ldots + X_d : (X_i, W) \sim H_i, i = 1, \ldots, d\}$$

In the following, denote by $F_i$ the marginal distribution of $X_i$ and by $F_i|_w$ the conditional distribution of $(X_i|W = w), i = 1, \ldots, d$ (if defined). The additional information of this factor structure leads to narrower factor-constrained DU bounds,

$$\varepsilon^\uparrow_r \equiv \inf\{\varepsilon_r(S) : S \in \mathcal{S}^1(H_1, \ldots, H_d)\}$$
$$\varepsilon^\downarrow_r \equiv \sup\{\varepsilon_r(S) : S \in \mathcal{S}^1(H_1, \ldots, H_d)\}$$

In the rest of this section, we consider a model where, conditional on a non-negative factor $W$ with distribution $G$, the rvs $X_i$ belong to the location-scale family of distribution $F_0$.

$$X_i = \mu_i + \gamma_i W + \sigma_i \sqrt{W} Z_i, \quad Z_i \sim F_0, Z_i \perp \perp W, i = 1, \ldots, d, \text{ and } W \sim G$$

Models of this type are called location-scale mixture models and have a broad range of applications, going back to [55,56], where a particular location-scale mixture family (generalized hyperbolic) is introduced. In the area of financial modeling, [57] show that this family allows a good fit of asset returns; [58,59] apply it for pricing; and [60] apply it in the context of Garch models. Specific consideration has been given in the literature to sub-families of this class; see, for example, [61,62] for the case of the multivariate variance gamma distribution, as well as [63,64] for the case of multivariate skew-$t$ distributions.

4.1. Upper Bound

According to Theorem 4.1 in [32], the largest element in the convex order is achieved in the case when, conditional on the factor, the margins are comonotonic. Thus, computing the upper bound on risk in such a model is as easy as computing $\varepsilon_r(X_i)$, since the conditionally comonotonic sum belongs to the same class of location-scale mixtures:

$$S_W^r = \mu + \gamma W + \sigma \sqrt{W} F_0^{-1}(U), \quad \text{where} \quad \mu = \sum_{i=1}^d \mu_i, \gamma = \sum_{i=1}^d \gamma_i, \sigma = \sum_{i=1}^d \sigma_i$$

and $W \perp \perp U \sim U(0, 1)$. In particular, we find that $\varepsilon^\uparrow_r = \varepsilon_r(S_W^r)$. 

4.2. Lower Bound

The minimal element in the convex order sense is given by the following result (counterpart to Theorem 4.1 in [32]).

Theorem 7. If $S^t_w$ is a convex order-minimal element in $\mathcal{G}_w = \mathcal{G}(F_{1|w}, \ldots, F_{d|w})$ for each $w$, then $S^t_w$ is a minimal element in $\mathcal{G}(H_1, \ldots, H_d)$ and $e^t_r = e_r(S^t_w)$.

Proof. Since $S^t_w \in \mathcal{G}_w$, it can be written as $\sum_{i=1}^d X_{i,w}$, for some $X_{i,w} \sim F_{i|w}$, $i = 1, \ldots, d$. Thus, $(X_{i,W}, W)$ have the required bivariate distributions, and $S^t_W \in \mathcal{G}$. To show it is minimal, consider any $T \in \mathcal{G}(H_1, \ldots, H_d)$, and denote $T_w = T| (W = w) \in \mathcal{G}_w$. By the definition of the convex order, $E[\phi(S^t_w)] \leq E[\phi(T_w)]$ for any convex function $\phi$. Using monotonicity and the tower property, we obtain:

$$E[\phi(S^t_w)] \leq E[\phi(T)]$$

which completes the proof. □

Let $\sigma^t = \max\{0, 2\max_{j=1}^d \{\sigma_j\} - \sum_{j=1}^d \sigma_j\}$. By Theorem 3, if the df $F_0$ in model Equation (16) is symmetric and unimodal, then a minimal element in $\mathcal{G}_w$ is:

$$S^t_w = \mu + \gamma W + \sigma^t \sqrt{W} F_0^{-1}(U), \quad U \sim U(0,1)$$

Thus, by Theorem 7, $S^t_W = \mu + \gamma W + \sigma^t \sqrt{W} F_0^{-1}(U)$ is a convex order minimal element in the factor-constrained admissible class. Moreover, since $U$ is independent of $W$, $S^t_W$ also belongs to the same mixture family as the margins, so the corresponding lower bound $e^t_r = e_r(S^t_W)$ can be computed as easily as $e_r(X_i)$. Note that the assumption that $F_0$ is symmetric is natural, since the location-mixing term $\gamma W$ can be used to add asymmetry to the df of $X_i$.

4.3. Example: Skewed Student $t$ Distribution

The results in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 apply for general choices of dfs $F_0$ and $G$ in Equation (16). The most well-known location-scale mixture class is that of normal mean-variance mixtures, i.e., the case when $F_0 = \Phi$. If, in addition, $W$ follows the generalized inverse Gaussian (GIG) distribution, then the family of generalized hyperbolic (GH) distributions is obtained; see Section 6.2.3 in [28]. This is a flexible class of distributions that exhibits skewness and heavy tails and is therefore useful for modeling financial data. Moreover, it can also be extended to the multivariate GH distribution,

$$X = \mu + \gamma W + \sqrt{W} A \mathbf{Z}, \quad \mathbf{Z} \sim \mathcal{N}(0, I_d)$$

(17)

where vectors in $\mathbb{R}^d$ are written in bold, $I_d$ is the identity matrix and $\Sigma = AA^T$ is the Cholesky decomposition of the scale matrix. The multivariate GH class is closed under linear operations, so it has the portfolio property, which is useful for applications. In this section, a particular subclass of GH is considered: the skew-$t$ distributions.

The hyperbolic skewed Student $t$ distribution is a special case of normal mean-variance mixtures, where the mixing distribution is the inverse-gamma df; see [64]. The inverse-gamma distribution $\Gamma(\alpha, \beta)$ has density:

$$f(x; \alpha, \beta) = \frac{\beta^\alpha}{\Gamma(\alpha)} x^{-\alpha - 1} \exp\left(-\frac{\beta}{x}\right)$$
Setting \( F_0 = \Phi \) and \( G = \Gamma(\nu/2,\nu/2) \) in Equation (16) results in \( X_i \sim \text{Skew-}t_\nu(\mu_i, \gamma_i, \sigma_i^2) \). The multivariate skew-\( t \) subclass of the GH distribution Equation (17) is also closed under linear transformations. Using Theorem 4.1 in [32], the factor-constrained worst-case dependence structure is achieved using \( A \) with \( \sigma = (\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_d)^\top \) as the first column and zeros in the others (conditional comonotonicity), resulting in a degenerate matrix \( \Sigma \). The corresponding aggregate risk is:

\[
S_W^\alpha \sim \text{Skew-}t_\nu(\mu, \gamma, \sigma), \quad \text{where} \quad \mu = \sum_{i=1}^d \mu_i, \quad \gamma = \sum_{i=1}^d \gamma_i, \quad \sigma = \sum_{i=1}^d \sigma_i
\]

Applying Theorems 3 and 7, the factor-constrained lower bounds in the “dominated” case \( \sigma^\ell = 2 \max_{i=1}^d \{\sigma_i\} - \sum_{j=1}^d \sigma_j \geq 0 \) (see Case (i) of Theorem 3) can be attained using \( A \) with \( \sigma \) as the first column, except \( -\sigma_i \) in row \( i \) corresponding to the largest \( \sigma_i \) and zeros in other columns (conditional countermonotonicity with respect to the \( i \)-th margin). The corresponding aggregate risk is then:

\[
S_W^\ell \sim \text{Skew-}t_\nu(\mu, \gamma, \sigma^\ell)
\]

The inverse df and tail integral (as well as the df and density) of a skew-\( t \) distribution can be computed using the methods in [65], which rely on the use of a Bessel function, numerical integration and root search (and are computationally intensive). Hence, we can apply the iterative algorithm Equation (3) (using the df and tail integral) to compute its expectile. Thus, we have a method to obtain the upper, respectively lower, factor-constrained DU bound. The unconstrained upper bound on the expectile can be computed using the iterative procedure Equation (8) (based on the tail integral, inverse df and density) and the unconstrained lower bound using the “expectation” version of RA introduced in Section 2.2.1.

Note that the conditionally jointly mixable case cannot be attained using a multivariate GH dependence structure. In this case, \( S_W^\ell = \mu + \gamma W \) follows a scaled and translated inverse-gamma distribution. In order to apply the iterative procedure Equation (3) for inverse-gamma. For a general \( W \sim \Gamma(\alpha, \beta) \), we calculate, using the substitution \( u = \beta/t \),

\[
F_W(x) = \int_0^x f_W(t)dt = \frac{1}{\Gamma(\alpha)} \int_{\beta/x}^\infty u^{\alpha-1}e^{-u}du
\]

which is the (normalized) incomplete gamma function. In MATLAB, this can be computed using the function gammainc(b./x,a,’upper’). Similarly, we have:

\[
\text{TI}_W(x) = \left( \frac{\beta}{\alpha - 1} \right) \frac{1}{\Gamma(\alpha - 1)} \int_0^{\beta/x} u^{\alpha-2}e^{-u}du
\]

which is given by \( b/(a-1)*\text{gammainc}(b./x,a-1,’lower’) \) in MATLAB.

In Table 2, the expectile bounds for two examples of a skew-\( t \) distribution are listed. The parameters were selected to be in the range observed when fitting skew-\( t \) to daily stock returns (scaled by a factor of 250) of companies in the S&P100 index. Model A is a conditionally jointly-mixable case, and Model B is a “dominated” case. First, notice that the approximate upper bound \( e_\tau^+ \) is very close to the best-possible bound \( e_\tau \) in all cases. Next, observe that due to the positive dependence the factor model induces, the value of the factor-constrained upper bound is similar to the unconstrained one, whereas the factor structure noticeably improves the lower bound; this is in agreement with the observations in [32].
Model A, the unconstrained lower bound is close to the mean, so the margins are “almost” jointly mixable.

Table 2. Upper and lower dependence uncertainty (DU) bounds for $e_\tau(S)$ for two skew-t examples with $d = 8$. Column $e_\tau$ lists values for a multivariate skew-t distributed $X$ with a diagonal $\Sigma$ matrix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\tau$</th>
<th>$\xi_\tau$</th>
<th>$\xi^*_\tau$</th>
<th>$\bar{e}_\tau$</th>
<th>$\bar{e}^*_\tau$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>13.70</td>
<td>35.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>21.63</td>
<td>57.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>29.65</td>
<td>78.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>8.44</td>
<td>51.18</td>
<td>135.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>23.30</td>
<td>96.78</td>
<td>252.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\tau$</th>
<th>$\xi_\tau$</th>
<th>$\xi^*_\tau$</th>
<th>$\bar{e}_\tau$</th>
<th>$\bar{e}^*_\tau$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>19.34</td>
<td>34.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>30.68</td>
<td>55.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>3.99</td>
<td>41.90</td>
<td>75.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>5.15</td>
<td>7.34</td>
<td>70.80</td>
<td>128.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>10.05</td>
<td>17.51</td>
<td>126.92</td>
<td>229.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to illustrate the influence of variance information on the bounds, we first need to find the feasible range for $\text{Var}(S) = s^2$. The law of total variance yields:

$$\text{Var}(S) = E[\text{Var}(S|W)] + \text{Var}(E[S|W])$$

$$= E[W \text{Var}(\sum \sigma_i Z_i)] + \gamma^2 \frac{2\nu^2}{(\nu - 4)(\nu - 2)^2}$$

as long as $\nu > 4$. The first term lies in the range $[0, \sigma^2 \nu/(\nu - 2)]$, corresponding to conditional joint mixability up to conditional comonotonicity. In Figure 2, we plot for Model B the variance-constrained bound $B$ from Theorem 5 (based on the sole knowledge of the first two moments of the sum $S$), and we compare it with the unconstrained upper bound $\bar{c}$. We also plot the variance-constrained bound obtained by means of the extended rearrangement algorithm (ERA), which in addition to the first two moments of $S$, also takes into account the marginal distributions of the components $X_i$ (see [30] for a description of this algorithm). Variance constraints $s^2$ are taken in the range corresponding to standard deviation $s \in [1.9, 64.6]$. We observe that variance information yields a considerably reduced upper bound $B$, as long as $s^2$ is small enough. As the parameter $\tau$ increases, the bound $B$ becomes weaker and is relevant on a smaller range of $s^2$. The approximate bound computed using ERA is very close to the bound $B$, indicating that $B$ can nearly be attained by constructing the appropriate dependence among the random variables (with the given marginal distributions). This dependence yields a sum $S$ that has a
(nearly) diatomic structure, i.e., $S$ becomes distributed as the random variable in Theorem 5. However, the highest variance that $S$ can possibly attain, under the constraint that it is diatomic and consistent with the marginal distributions, occurs when its upper atom is given by $b = \sum_{i=1}^{d} ES_{\tau}(X_i)$. Therefore, when the variance constraint is too high, we cannot expect ERA to return a diatomic distribution for $S$; see also Figure 3, where the distribution function of $S$ obtained using ERA is plotted for different variance constraints.

**Figure 2.** Moment space upper bound $B$ on the expectile, and an approximation of $\tau^2$ computed using the extended rearrangement algorithm (ERA), as a function of the standard deviation constraint $s$ on the horizontal axis. The unconstrained expectile bounds are also plotted for the sake of comparison. The dotted vertical line is the maximum standard deviation of a diatomic random variable, which is consistent with the marginal upper- and lower-tail expectations.

**Figure 3.** Distribution function of $S$ computed using ERA for Model B, $\tau = 0.8$. In the left panel, a standard deviation constraint $s_{\text{constr}} = 25$ is applied and attained by ERA. In the right panel, a constraint $s_{\text{constr}} = 58$ is attempted, but cannot be attained, resulting in a lower actual standard deviation $s_{\text{ERA}} = 43.2$; moreover, the distribution is not diatomic. The dotted lines are the optimal locations of the atoms from Theorem 5.
Remarks.

(i) More generally, the GIG and, hence, (non-skew) hyperbolic distributions are infinitely divisible (see [66]), so methods from [67] can be applied to compute the inverse df and the tail integral. In turn, the iterative procedure Equation (3) can be applied to compute the expectile.

(ii) The most time-consuming quantity to compute was the unconstrained lower bound on the expectile, because the RA requires a discretization of the margins, i.e., calculating the skew-\(t\) inverse df \(d \cdot N\) times (each margin took about 10 min on an Intel i5 2.5 GHz desktop with \(N = 10^4\)). A similar calculation with Pareto dfs as in Table 1 was done for this discretization size. The maximum error using the expectation RA was 0.4\% for \(p = 0.99\) and 1.5\% for \(p = 0.999\); hence, this discretization size was deemed sufficient for our purposes.

(iii) Due to the mixture form of GH distributions, a faster method for discretizing the margins could be using a Monte Carlo sample. Since GH dfs can have heavy tails, a similar approach to the “expectation” discretization for RA was considered, specifically, rejecting any sample points that lie below \(F^{-1}_i\) or above \(F^{-1}_i\) and adding two points equal to the expectations over the corresponding intervals. However, this method resulted in a large variance over repeated trials, so the obtained bounds were not used.

4.4. Adding Variance Information

In this section, we consider factor models with additional variance information. We define the admissible class:

\[
\mathcal{S}(H_i, \ldots, H_d, s^2_W) = \{S \in \mathcal{S}(H_i, \ldots, H_d) : \operatorname{Var}(S|W) = s^2_W\}
\]

where the conditional variance is known for each outcome of \(W\). Consider the problem:

\[
\mathcal{E}_r^{s^2} = \sup \{e_r(S) : S \in \mathcal{S}(H_i, \ldots, H_d, s^2_W)\}
\]

**Theorem 8.** Let \(e^*\) be given by:

\[
e^* = m + (2r - 1) \mathbb{E}\left[\sqrt{s^2_W + (m_W - e^*)^2}\right]
\]

where \(m := \mathbb{E}[S]\) and \(m_W := \mathbb{E}[S|W]\). Then:

\[
\mathcal{E}_r^{s^2} \leq e^*
\]

**Proof.** Let \(S_W \in \mathcal{S}(H_i, \ldots, H_d, s^2_W)\). By [54] (Case C13), the upper bound\(^6\) on the stop-loss premium over \(S_w \in \mathcal{M}_2(m_w, s^2_w)\) (recall the definition of \(\mathcal{M}_2\) in Equation (12)) is given by:

\[
\mathbb{E}[(S_w - e)\mathbb{1}_{\{S_w > e\}}] \leq \frac{1}{2} \left(m_w - e + \sqrt{s^2_w + (m_w - e)^2}\right)
\]

---

\(^6\) This upper bound can also be derived using the reasoning in the proof of Theorem 5. Indeed, one shows that the upper bound is attained by a diatomic variable \(X_p\) (with mean \(m_w\) and variance \(s^2_w\)). Next, one optimizes over \(p \in (0, 1)\) to obtain Equation (18).
which holds for any $e \in \mathbb{R}$. Using monotonicity and the tower property, we obtain an upper bound for the unconditional stop-loss premium $E[(S_W - e)1_{\{S_W > e\}}]$. Writing $\theta = (2\tau - 1)/(1 - \tau)$ and invoking Lemma 2, we find that $e_\tau(S_W) \leq e^*$, where $e^*$ satisfies:

$$e^* = m + \frac{\theta}{2} E \left[ m_W - e^* + \sqrt{s_{W}^{2} + (m_{W} - e^*)^{2}} \right]$$

$$= m + \frac{\theta}{2} (m - e^*) + \frac{\theta}{2} E \left[ \sqrt{s_{W}^{2} + (m_{W} - e^*)^{2}} \right]$$

The stated equation for $e^*$ follows by rearranging. □

Remark. If the conditional variances $s_{W}^{2}$ are not known, but the total variance $s_{W}^{2} = \text{Var}(S)$ is available, then we still have that $\bar{e}_{\tau} \leq \min \{e_{\tau}, B\}$.

5. Dependence Uncertainty Spread Comparison

In this section, the dependence uncertainty (DU) spreads of VaR, ES and the expectile are compared, where the DU spread for a risk measure $\rho$ is defined as:

$$\bar{\rho}(S) - \rho(S)$$

Here, we focus on the Fréchet admissible class (only marginal dfs known); see Section 2. The behavior of DU spreads of VaR and ES for large-dimensional portfolios is discussed in [68]. In order to make the resulting capital requirements similar under the different risk measures, one could, for example, use the same level $\alpha = \beta = \tau$ for all three, but multiply by different scaling factors.

The approach taken by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision [69], when moving from VaR$_{0.99}$ as the risk measure for the trading book capital requirements to ES, consists of adjusting the confidence level, apparently so that the numerical value of ES$_{\beta}(X)$ for a normally-distributed rv $X$ matches VaR$_{0.999}(X) = 2.3263$. Doing so yields $\beta \approx 0.97423$, which gets rounded to $\beta = 0.975$. Similarly, [24] suggest using a parameter $\tau$, such that $e_\tau(X) = \text{VaR}_{0.999}(X)$ for $X \sim \Phi$; this yields $\tau \approx 0.99855$. Note that rounding to 0.999 would give $e_{0.999} = 2.4358$; therefore, five significant digits $\tau = 0.99855$ will be used in this section when comparing the expectile to the other risk measures. ES is not as sensitive to the level $\beta$, and ES$_{0.975} = 2.3378$ is close enough to VaR$_{0.99}$.

In Figures 4 and 5, the DU spreads are plotted in the homogeneous case for different Pareto and Student $t$ distributions, respectively, as functions of the dimension $d$. For the Pareto example, VaR, $\text{VaR}$, ES and $e$ are computed from the minimal elements in the convex order, obtained using the methods from [45]. ES and $\bar{e}$ are obtained using the comonotonic dependence structure.

Since the Student $t$ distribution is symmetric and unimodal, it is completely mixable [53], so the lower bounds on ES and the expectile are equal to the mean. To compute the lower bound on VaR, we apply RA. As the Student $t$ density is decreasing from the median, [45] can again be applied for the upper bound on VaR. While VaR and ES focus only on the losses, the expectile also takes the gains into account. Student $t$ has two infinite tails, which leads to a larger DU spread for the expectile, especially in the most heavy-tailed case. Overall, the results indicate that for the chosen adjusted significance levels, the DU spread is typically the smallest for ES.
6. Final Remarks

In the statistics literature, the expectile functional and its properties related to regressions are well known. Recently, in the context of risk measurement, the expectile risk measure has also been shown to have appealing theoretical properties. We contribute to the analysis of this new risk measure by focusing on its properties under dependence uncertainty. We first summarize and provide improved methods for computing bounds on the expectile of a portfolio in the case of no information on dependence (unconstrained bounds) and prove analytic bounds for a location-scale family. Next, we discuss the influence of dependence information on these unconstrained bounds.

In this regard, we provide simple-to-compute bounds under an additional constraint on the portfolio variance and show that the upper bound can be considerably improved. By contrast, the unconstrained lower bound cannot be improved by only using the information on the first two moments.

Furthermore, we provide bounds in the factor-constrained case. A family of commonly-used distributions, the normal mean-variance mixtures, is considered as a special case. These models are particularly tractable, and we state the conditional best- and worst-case dependence structures explicitly. We note that due to the restriction on dependence that such a factor model induces, the lower $e_\tau$ bounds
were significantly improved (for high values of $\tau$). The upper bounds are only slightly reduced, and the simple (unconstrained) upper bound based on subadditivity remains adequate for practical purposes.

We compare the dependence uncertainty spread of the expectile (i.e., the difference between the maximum and minimum possible value of the risk measure when only marginal information is used) with that of VaR and ES. We observe that the results are not favorable to the expectile. While the expectile has been proposed as the elicitable counterpart to ES, it is not clear that this property is indeed crucial for back-testing, and evidence exists to the contrary (e.g., [70]). Hence, gaining elicitability may not justify the increase in the dependence uncertainty spread. However, alternative mathematical approaches exist to “provide a broadly similar level of risk capture” ([71], p. 18) when moving to another risk measure (or even sticking with VaR), such as scaling. Although this makes the interpretation less clear (it was not clear for the expectile to begin with), it would allow reducing the confidence level, hence making statistical analysis more feasible and also reducing model uncertainty (see Table 2).
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